
STEP1 Pick the right spot mount your TJOEP.
STEP2 Locate and mark the 2 screwpoint and screw part 1 to the ceiling using the right screws and plugs.

CEILING MOUNTING

STEP3 Take the iron cable end guide the back-end true part 2.
the cable will only be able to enter, it is not possible to pull back unless
you release the cable clamp.

STEP2.2 Slide part onto the cable. There is a small hole to guide the cable true.

Step4 Guide the cable true part 1 aswell. Part one is already �xed to the ceiling so 
the cable can only exit true the small hole on the side.

Step5 screw part 2 into part 1.

STEP6 Please take the small billet at the end of the steel cable and �t it into the  connection
hole inside the lamp. Slide it al the way to the centre of the lamp.

3x cable clamp

STEP7 Click part 4 to the lamp to cover it.

STEP8 Pull the iron cables on both sides to level the lamp.
Then cut the remaining length.
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Small:   37,5 cm
Large:   137,5 cm



CEILING MOUNTING
STEP9 Locate the power source and mount the metal cap to cover it. Guide the screw terminal true the big hole.STEP10 Connect the two wires of the lamp to the powersource comming from the ceiling..

STEP11 Cover the metal cap by the pressing the rubber cover over it



WALL MOUNTING
Step2 Drill two holes NOTE: use the right drill for the speci�c surface. 
Step3 Fix the two adapters to the surface by using the right screws and plugs.  

Step1 Locate the right position and mark the two screw spots.



WALL MOUNTING
Step4 Slide the lamp over the two adapters to �x it to the wall. You can feel a gentle snap when it is �xed. Step5 Make sure the lamp is leveled. The screws of the adapters should be handtight in order to be able to level the lamp.

Small:   37,5 cm
Large:   137,5 cm


